
No Mazurka Band [NMB] bets on giving strength to the [Portuguese] Ball and 
[Portuguese] traditional instruments. 
 
Starting with Viras (Minho) and Corridinhos (Algarve), passing through Valses 
(west of Trás-os-Montes), Jotas, Repasseados, Passo Dobles or  Rumbas, and 
ending in fresh original compositions, NMB arrange their music with melodic 
instruments, creating amazing harmonies each time the dance step begins. 
Viola Campaniça (Portuguese double string guitar, spread along the southern 
fields of the country – Alentejo), Gaitas (Bag Pipes – Portuguese and Galician), 
Rauchpfeifen, Voices, Three hole and other traditional Flutes alternate with 
traditional Portuguese percussions, to give dynamics to the ball, making the 
acoustic the sound material for the (re)construction and (re)invention of 
Portuguese music. 
 
NMB is the return of the Sheppard’s flute with the associated drum. There are 
no books for complaining and there is no response for dancers’ demands 
(which constantly demand for Mazurka). It is the Sheppard’s dictatorship, 
integrated in the characteristic intransigence of MRPP (Movimento Radical 
Pastoril Português - Radical Portuguese Sheppard Movement). Often, NMB 
gathers with traditional players and dancers to learn and exchange "new" 
melodies and choreographies. They record it but, mainly, play and dance. At the 
same time, NMB works on new melodies for old musical forms and compose 
music and choreography for the contemporary Ball. 
 
In this adventure, NMB are accompanied by Liliana Araújo, Isabelle Guerbuigny 
and Rodrigo Gonçalves (Ball animators and dance teachers). Together, they 
encourage and help the public to enjoy new and old dance steps - before and 
during the concert/Ball.  
 
 
Paulo Pereira: Three hole Flute, Rauchpfeifen, other Traditional Flutes, Voice 
Diogo Leal: Portuguese and Galician Bag Pipes, Three hole flute with drum, 
Rauchpfeifen 
António Bexiga: Viola Campaniça, Cavaquinho, Guitar, Voice 
Ricardo Falcão: Portuguese Percussions, other Percussions 
 
 
Concert/Ball: 1h30 - 2h  
 
Workshop (usually before the ball): 45min/1h (Acoustic, there are no technical 
needs for sound. It can happen in any area with suitable floor for dancing).  
 
NMB may also make a workshop of traditional Portuguese instruments (Three 
hole flute, Viola Campaniça, Portuguese traditional percussions). 
 
 
++ info: 
www.myspace.com/nomazurkaband 
nomazurkaband@gmail.com 
Contactos: ++ 351 96 23 49 762 / 96 023 72 41 


